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This talk is RFC1925 compliant



This talk is about SDN
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Dispelling unfortunate common misconceptions
P4 is not...

...a general purpose language

computation and memory is bounded

...only for Barefoot Tofino switches

represent any packet forwarding device

...OpenFlow 2.0

völlig falsch. gänzlich.



P4 is a domain specific language for programming 
protocol-independent packet processors

P4 specifies packet forwarding behavior

enabling reconfiguration of parsing and processing

P4 is protocol independent

program defines packet headers and processing logic

P4 is target independent

describe forwarding behavior regardless of underlying hardware



P4 is a behavioral description language to 
unambiguously define the forwarding plane

Memory ALU

Parser Match Action Tables Queue



Introducing a programming language 
in 10 minutes or less



Defining the P416 approach

Target

a specific hardware or software implementation

Architecture

specific set of programmable components available

Platform

Architecture implemented on a Target



Elements of the P416 language

Parsers
finite state machine mapping packets into headers + metadata

Controls
define tables, actions, and control flow

Expressions
< > * % ? << >> && != ==



Elements of the P416 language (continued)

Architecture description
definition of interfaces to programmable blocks

External interfaces
architecture specific objects and functions defined by description

Data types
statically typed language with limited range of type casting



Main components of a P4 program

Memory ALU

V1Switch(
 MyParser(),
 MyVerifyChecksum(),
 MyIngress(),
 MyEgress(),
 MyComputeChecksum(),
 MyDeparser()
) main;



#include <core.p4>
#include <v1model.p4>

const bit<16> TYPE_IPV4 = 0x800;
typedef bit<32> ip4Addr_t;
header ipv4_t {...}
struct headers {...}

parser MyParser(...) {
  state start {...}
  state parse_ethernet {...}
  state parse_ipv4 {...}
}

control MyIngress(...) {
  action ipv4_forward(...) {...}
  table ipv4_lpm {...}
  apply {

if (...) {...}
  }
}

V1Switch(
 MyParser(),
 MyVerifyChecksum(),
 MyIngress(),
 MyEgress(),
 MyComputeChecksum(),
 MyDeparser()
) main;

control MyDeparser(...) {...}

Libraries

Declarations

Parse packet headers

Control flow to modify packet

“main()”

From slide 105 of https://adv-net.ethz.ch/pdfs/01_intro.pdf

Assemble modified packet



Sivaraman, Anirudh, et al. "DC.p4: Programming the forwarding plane of a data-center switch." 
Proceedings of the 1st ACM SIGCOMM Symposium on Software Defined Networking Research. ACM, 2015



Elements of a P4 environment

P4 Program

Architecture Model
Compiler

Control Plane

Data Plane Tables Externs
Vendor

Operator



Incomplete list of P4 targets

eBPF

eXpress Data Path

Vector Packet Processing

Netcope VHDL FPGA

Xilinx PX FPGA

Barefoot Tofino ASIC

P4GPU (CUDA)

P4FPGA (Verilog)

PISCES (OpenVSwitch)

T4P4S (DPDK)

MACSAD (ODP+DPDK)

Netronome SmartNIC (NPU)



 Muhammad Shahbaz, Sean Choi, Ben Pfaff, Changhoon Kim, Nick Feamster, 
Nick McKeown, and Jennifer Rexford. PISCES: A Programmable, 

Protocol-Independent Software Switch. In ACM SIGCOMM, Florianópolis, 
Brazil, August 2016.



P4Runtime, the control plane interface to P4

protobuf based API definition

the standard is a collection of protobuf files

P4 program independent

API does not change when P4 program has changed

reconfigurability in the field

push a new P4 program without recompiling everything



P4Runtime reference architecture



P4Runtime for fixed function devices

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/p4runtime/docs/v1.0.0-rc3/P4Runtime-Spec.html

No P4 Source Available, P4Info Available

presumably how well-known vendors “support P4”

“it is not necessary to have a P4 source program to begin with, since the 

controller does not use it. From the standpoint of controller (not pipeline) 

implementers, the P4 source code is just helpful documentation. Some 

parties may wish to keep their P4 source code private. [...] As long as the 

target supports the operations implied by the P4Info file, the underlying 

implementation is moot.”



P4 + P4Runtime is a powerful building block

scheduling algorithms

expressing data plane algorithms is challenging

higher level abstractions

NetKAT, Domino, various formal verification techniques

In-Network Computing

“a dumb idea whose time has come”



Siracusano, Giuseppe, and Roberto Bifulco. "In-network Neural Networks." 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1801.05731 (2018).

In-network Neural Networks



Kohler, Thomas, et al. "P4CEP: Towards In-Network Complex Event Processing." 
arXiv preprint arXiv:1806.04385 (2018).

Complex Event Processing



Jin, Xin, et al. "NetChain: Scale-Free Sub-RTT Coordination." 15th {USENIX} 
Symposium on Networked Systems Design and Implementation ({NSDI} 18). USENIX} 

Association}, 2018.

In-Network Coordination & Consensus





More resources on P4

Andy Fingerhut’s P4 Guide

P4 Association specifications

Tutorials repository (WIP)

@p4works

email me, please

github.com/jafingerhut/p4-guide

p4.org/specs

github.com/p4lang/tutorials

p4.works

hallo@p4.works

https://github.com/jafingerhut/p4-guide/
https://p4.org/specs/
https://github.com/p4lang/tutorials/
https://p4.works/
mailto:hallo@p4.works





